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Abstract
Data exploration has enormous potential to modify and create hypotheses, models, and theories. Harnessing the
potential of transparent exploration replaces the common, flawed purpose of intransparent exploration: to produce
results that appear to confirm a claim by hiding steps of an analysis. For transparent exploration to succeed, however,
methodological guidance, elaboration and implementation in the publication system is required. We present some
basic conceptions to stimulate further development. In this first of two parts, we describe the current blending of
confirmatory and exploratory research and propose how to separate the two via severe testing. A claim is confirmed
if it passes a test that probably would have failed if the claim was false. Such a severe test makes a risky prediction.
It adheres to an evidential norm with a threshold, usually p < α = .05, but other norms are possible, for example,
with Bayesian approaches. To this end, adherence requires control against questionable research practices like phacking and HARKing. At present, preregistration seems to be the most feasible mode of control. Analyses that
do not adhere to a norm or where this cannot be controlled should be considered as exploratory. We propose that
exploration serves to modify or create new claims that are likely to pass severe testing with new data. Confirmation
and exploration, if sound and transparent, benefit from one another. The second part will provide suggestions for
planning and conducting exploration and for implementing more transparent exploratory research.
Keywords: Exploration, confirmation, p-hacking, HARKing, preregistration, severity, replication, bias, Bayes
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Introduction
Degrees of freedom in the specification of hypotheses and analyses are both a curse and a blessing. In
improperly performed confirmatory analyses, they are
misused to disguise incidental findings as evidence for a
hypothesis; whereas in exploratory analyses they open
ways to new insights (Thompson et al., 2020). Questionable research practices (QRPs) like p-hacking and
“hypothesising after the results are known” (HARKing;
Hollenbeck & Wright, 2017; Rubin, 2017) misuse degrees of freedom to produce nominally confirmatory results (p-value < α). At the same time, results presented
as confirmatory are more likely to be published (Francis, 2012; Gigerenzer & Marewski, 2015; Masicampo &
Lalande, 2012; Rosenthal, 1979; Scargle, 2000). Both
practices disrupt scientific communication by introducing findings that are not sufficiently substantiated by evidence to the literature. Moreover, results arising from
QRPs are less likely to be replicated, such that p-hacking
and HARKing are considered significant causes of the
replication crisis: the failure to replicate many established experimental psychological findings (Head et al.,
2015; but also see Lewandowsky & Oberauer, 2020; Ulrich & Miller, 2020).
Confirmation means that an evidential norm with a
defined threshold (usually p < α) is applied. It must be
strictly adhered to without being affected by the data.
In contrast, sloppy confirmation occurs when a scientist
trawls through a dataset with various options on how to
test a claim (Gelman & Loken, 2013) and cherry picks
the data (e.g. the smallest p-value) while hiding the
other results, thus missing the rigour required of confirmation (p-hacking). Or, with intransparent HARKing
a new hypothesis is generated around one preferred result out of the many that were generated. It is presented
as confirmed while suppressing the other results. By
beginning with the flawed and improper intention of
confirming hypotheses in this manner, one hiddenly engages in exploration.
Confirmation, on the other hand, is a constrained
process by which established scientific concepts are held
up to empirical scrutiny through precise prediction,
study design, and analysis planning. In other words,
the “researcher degrees of freedom” (Simonsohn et al.,
2020) available during confirmation are intentionally
restricted to provide evidence for (or against) a clearly
stated hypothesis.
Basic concepts
In contrast to confirmation, transparent or “open exploration” (Thompson et al., 2020) embraces the degrees of freedom during the analysis to potentially re-

veal something of substantial interest within the data
(Dirnagl, 2020). Exploration, when done transparently,
thus allows a free inquiry into the behaviour of a dataset
without preconceived delineations as to what patterns
it shows (Thompson et al., 2020). Transparent exploration seems to be very rare (Gigerenzer & Marewski,
2015) and its potential to identify novel insights rarely
utilised. In contrast, intransparent exploration for the
purpose of confirmation appears to be worryingly common (Agnoli et al., 2017; Gopalakrishna et al., 2021a;
John et al., 2012; Kerr, 1998). Our aim is to call upon
transparent exploration’s potential and to revive this alternative approach to science. To this end, we present
some basic concepts and methodical considerations to
stimulate further in-depth and detailed elaborations.
We use the term "exploration" as referring to a toolbox
of analytical methods to generate and modify hypotheses, models, and theories. With this purpose, HARKing
may become transparent (Hollenbeck & Wright, 2017)
and just describes the generating aspect. Likewise, even
transparent p-hacking may serve the purpose to find
novelty, as we shall explicite in part II of this first of
two consecutive articles.
The more exploration succeeds in moving science
forward through unpredicted findings, we suggest, the
more valuable it is. Value may arise either directly, that
is, through discoveries that provide ever more accurate
depictions of reality. Indirect value might come from exploratively generated claims that are wrong but trigger
alternative ideas and thus open other paths to novel insight (Nosek et al., 2018; Stebbins, 1992, 2001, 2006).
Thus, we suggest, exploration not only possesses practical value to inform particular scientific domains, but
also epistemic value as a systematic method to find the
new. (Note that the general term "exploration" has a
much broader meaning than used here including goals
such as approaching a new area of research to begin
with or "becoming familiar with something by testing
it" (Stebbins, 2001).)
With the term “claim” we label statements that are
“synthetic [either right or wrong at least in some occasions], testable, falsifiable, parsimonious, and (hopefully) fruitful” (Myers & Hansen, 2012; p. 167). A claim
makes an assertion on a hypothesis, model, or theory.
We follow the predictivistic tradition of the philosophy
of science, where a claim is supported if it makes a correct prediction on new data (Barnes, 2008).
Confirmation and exploration are both imperative,
but serve very different purposes. Confirmation is about
rigidly testing a claim. If successful, a new claim becomes an established claim. We use the usual notation
for statistical tests, where H1 means that the assertion
is true (operationalised as an alternative hypothesis in a
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statistical test) and H0 that it is not true (null hypothesis
in a statistical test). In exploration, the narrow focus of
confirmation is replaced by the freedom to widen the
scope with the inherent goal of identifying novelty. This
could move existing claims in a wider range of directions or lead to new assertions about the world.
Confirmation describes the straightforward, iterative
path of research: hypothesise – test – corroborate or discard. If confirmation fails, the straight path ends, opening up the opportunity for a divergent, less-travelled
path toward insight. Exploration is the method of venturing from (what should be) the well-trodden confirmatory path with a quantitative quest. It even seems
necessary for discovery beyond the mainstream. However, for this alternative scientific track to succeed, researchers must be equipped with competencies on the
conceptions, goals, and methods of both confirmation
and exploration.
Structure of the two parts
Our two articles are intended to outline the required
means for valuable confirmation and exploration in scientific research. We begin this first part by discussing
how confirmation and exploration are often blended in
today’s research. We then describe the related pressure
to produce nominally confirmatory results, which we
believe can be reduced if one assigns exploration the
value it deserves in scientific practice. This, however, requires an epistemically strict distinction of confirmation
and exploration. We use the theory of severe testing for
this and clarify the role of preregistration. Finally, we
lay out how transparent exploration serves confirmation
and vice versa. Part II will propose foundations on how
to plan, conceptualise and conduct exploration and how
to implement more exploration in scientific practice.
The blending of confirmation and exploration
Manifestations of blending
We define blending as the (mis)use of exploratory
methods of analysis for confirmatory purposes. Conceptually, blending is not unfounded as studies may
be meaningfully placed on a continuum from purely
exploratory (“where the hypothesis is found in the
data”) to purely confirmatory (“where the entire analysis plan has been explicated before the first participant
is tested”; Wagenmakers et al., 2012). Such a continuum maps onto the experience of having unexpected
difficulties with data. In many cases this leads scientists (either intentionally or unintentionally) to blend
these approaches together, and exploratory results are
reported as if they were confirmatory.

There are several indications that blending is all too
common. Direct evidence comes from many researchers
admitting to QRPs, such as excluding data, collecting
more data, and making post-hoc claims about hypotheses (Agnoli et al., 2017; Gopalakrishna et al., 2021a;
John et al., 2012; Kerr, 1998). Additionally, a disconcerting 9% (95 % confidence interval = 6 - 11 %)
of researchers across scientific fields even concede to
data fabrication and/or falsification (Gopalakrishna et
al., 2021a), perhaps the worst practices used to trim
results in a particular, presumptive confirmatory direction. Then there are multiple strands of indirect evidence. First, content analyses show that published studies are almost always framed as confirmatory (Banks et
al., 2016; Gigerenzer & Marewski, 2015; Spector, 2015;
Woo et al., 2017): Hypotheses with p < α , even if
they have only been established through the analysis
of data, appear as already confirmed. Second, p-values
just below the usual α = .05 are found far more often
than expected. This may be caused both by researchers
doing QRPs when preparing a paper, as well as subsequent publication bias towards positive results (Francis,
2012; Masicampo & Lalande, 2012; Rosenthal, 1979;
Scargle, 2000). Blending is also reflected in the fact
that many more negative results are found in registered
reports, the format that publishes a paper irrespective
of whether the results confirm a claim (Allen & Mehler,
2019; Chambers Tzavella, 2020; Scheel et al., 2021a).
It is also evident in the one-sided focus on confirmation
in the teaching of science and statistics, with statistical testing being misunderstood as “a universal method
for scientific inference” (Gigerenzer & Marewski, 2015).
Therefore not surprisingly, statistical tests are also used
for exploratory purposes. Finally, blending is carried
further through harmed scientific communication, as
the replication crisis shows (Aarts et al., 2015; Camerer
et al., 2018; Open Science Collaboration, 2015): Recipients of a seemingly confirming result build their research on the false assumption of sound confirmation;
or, if sensitive to the problem, do not know for sure
whether a conclusion is based on confirmation or mere
exploration. Moreover, empirical evidence suggests that
the sharp increase in the number of publications exacerbates the problem by further favouring the already prevailing straight paths instead of opening up new ones
(Chu & Evans, 2021).
The pressure to produce seemingly confirming results
Blending also seems to be caused by the pressure
to produce publications in the current incentive system where the number of publications and citations
dominates the evaluation of scientific performance and
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career opportunities (Gonzales & Cunningham, 2015;
Kerr, 1998; McIntosh, 2017; Nosek et al., 2018; Nosek
& Lindsay, 2018; Wagenmakers et al., 2012). Indeed,
researchers have reported on such pressure (Gopalakrishna et al., 2021a, 2021b). Besides, pressure is related
to more frequent participation in at least one “severe
QRP” (Gopalakrishna et al., 2021a). Practices such as phacking and intransparent HARKing anticipate publication bias in favour of positive results. At a deeper level,
researcher bias towards generating and publishing positive results seem to be influenced by the false belief
that positive results were associated with more scientific novelty, the flawed “ideal of confirmation" (Kerr,
1998) and, as a consequence, a "positive testing strategy" (Klayman & Ha, 1987). This is, of course, in stark
contrast to Popper’s insight that the capacity to falsify
hypotheses is actually more fundamental to advances in
science (Glass & Hall, 2008; Kerr, 1998; Klayman & Ha,
1987; Locke, 2007; Mayo, 2018; Popper, 1959).
Preregistration of confirmatory analyses falls short
of solving the problem
Whether something has been preregistered is not logically related to its quality (Szollosi et al., 2020). Kerr
(1998) and others have been criticised for exaggerating
the value of preregistration in this regard (Devezer et
al., 2021; Rubin, 2019, 2020). Preregistration records
an a priori plan of the claim and the analysis and thus
creates control over the plan history (Heers, 2020; Rubin, 2019, 2020; Wagenmakers et al., 2012). However,
it seems to be the best mode of control to date because
it allows researchers to prove how they have planned a
study (Wagenmakers & Dutilh, 2016). However, the following issues suggest that the pressure to publish positive results partially resists preregistration.
First, preregistration can be abused as an option
pulled only in the case of success to sell a result as a more
convincing post-hoc. A negative result would be kept
secret (Bian et al., 2020; Claesen et al., 2019). Registered reports try to address the bias towards positive
results through the guarantee of publication before the
results are known, but in many cases a final report is
not published (Claesen et al., 2019; Hardwicke & Ioannidis, 2018). Even registered reports can be abused
to market positive and suppress negative results (Bian
et al., 2020). Another issue is superficial preregistration: the underreporting of analyses and collected variables, which leaves room for intransparent exploration
(Franco et al., 2016). Finally, despite preregistration becoming ever more widespread, only a minority of psychological researchers use any type of preregistration.
Only around 30% of psychological researchers in French
speaking countries mentioned such practice in a survey

(Beffara-Bret & Beffara-Bret, 2019), and only 3% of 188
psychology articles published between 2014 and 2017
included a statement on preregistration (Hardwicke et
al., 2020). This indicates remaining hindrances and unresolved issues.
Transparent exploration helps to reduce the pressure
Preregistration is sometimes misunderstood as eliminating flexibility in hypothesis formulation/modification (Hollenbeck & Wright, 2017) and data analysis
(Goldin-Meadow, 2016; Scott, 2013). This is wrong, as
preregistration only archives the initial plan for an analysis. There may be important reasons to deviate from a
plan, with deviation allowed as long as a justification is
provided and changes are clearly stated as soon as they
occur. However, flexibility could also be indicative of
deficits and gaps in theory formulation (Eronen & Bringmann, 2021; Fiedler, 2017; Gigerenzer, 2010; Szollosi
& Donkin, 2021). This should be taken as a call to fill
the gaps with explicit, transparent exploration (Woo et
al., 2017). We will get back on this in part II. This opportunity, like any measure to implement more exploration through methods, teaching and publishing policies, would make it easier for researchers to dispense
with confirmatory framing.
It has however been argued that, were preregistration to become mandatory, everything else might appear
to be flawed confirmatory research (Goldin-Meadow,
2016). Besides, more open science practices would give
rise to further QRP like “preregistering after the results
are known” (Yamada, 2018). We believe that the best
answer to these concerns is to promote transparent exploration to reduce these wrong and even “perverse incentives” (Chiacchia, 2017). To achieve this, however,
we first require a clear distinction between confirmation
and exploration.
Differentiating confirmation and exploration
It is crucial to resolve the blending in the reporting
of scientific results. Otherwise, confirmation is damaged by intransparent exploration, and transparent exploration does not unfold as it could. While replication
(Zwaan et al., 2018) and multi-lab studies (Stroebe,
2019) try to address the consequences of blending, and
preregistration has the mentioned insufficiencies, we
address blending by clearing the path for explicit exploration as a viable alternative. However, differentiating
confirmation and exploration is not as easy as it may
first appear. Explorative results are also supported by a
certain, albeit exaggerated, amount of evidence as seen
in small p-values (Szollosi & Donkin, 2021).
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Only confirmation uses an evidential norm
The principle difference between confirmation and
exploration is that confirmation adheres to an evidential
norm for the test of a hypothesis to pass. An evidential
norm states that an H1 hypothesis is confirmed, if the
evidence for it at least exceeds a certain threshold. The
usual norm requires that chosen 1 – p (p-value) must be
greater than 1 – α. Specifying a threshold, like α = .05,
makes researchers “accountable” for what they would
report as confirming (Mayo, 2018). In short: The choice
of the threshold norm and its strict application must not
be influenced by the data. Adherence is violated if variation in p according to the available analytical options
(Gelman & Loken, 2013) is misused to fish for a particular p that happens to be smaller than , thus with phacking. Adherence is also violated by HARKing when
multiple relations are tested and an assertion is made
around the one that happens to yield p < α. In this
case, 1 - α is not adhered to in the context of all that
has been tested (see the discussion on global vs. local
claims at the end of the chapter).
We suggest, however, that deviations from an analytical plan are unproblematic if they are not chosen in order to obtain a smaller p, but, for example, to account
for deviations from otherwise violated model assumptions (Field Wilcox, 2017). This keeps an analysis conceptionally within the bounds of confirmation. It is in
accordance with the logical possibility of changing analytical decisions after seeing the data without reducing
the rigour in testing (Szollosi et al., 2020). Likewise, it
is in principle possible to create or modify a claim after
looking at the data without being influenced by what is
seen in them. However, these possibilities are difficult to
control unless they can be anticipated and incorporated
into a preregistered plan (e.g. run model with option A
if the parameter estimation converges, run model with
option B otherwise). Such instances might constitute
confirmation, but it is difficult to assess whether they
truly do.
Like others before us (Lakens, 2019; Mayo, 2018),
we propose that confirmation is testing with a high risk
to fail if a claim is wrong (“severe testing”, see below),
and that this high risk must not be reduced by analytical
decisions. With adherence to an evidential norm, confirming a claim is supported with true evidence. However, because of blending and the experiences of the
replication crisis, adherence requires control. Reliable
control should be the prerequisite for an analysis to be
accepted as confirmation. Preregistration seems to be
the most feasible and effective mode of control, wherefore we agree with others that only preregistered analyses should be accepted as confirmatory (Lakens, 2019;
Yamada, 2018). This should apply from now on and

until perhaps a better mode of control is found. (Deciding whether to accept old analyses as confirmations,
especially in the period before preregistration, is in itself a difficult question.) Note that other modes have
been proposed. The retrospective “21 word solution”
demands a post-hoc statement with which scientists declare that they have worked properly (Simmons et al.,
2012). Open analysis may be very effective, but is pretty
effortful (see part II). Both alternatives, however, do not
offer transparency on the plan history.
Control measures like requiring preregistration place
the burden of proof on scientists with the price of false
negative assessments. Assuming that researchers have
not worked properly, although they have, is rigid but
seems necessary in psychology, which has been severely
harmed by exaggerated evidence. Accordingly, new
analyses that have not been or been improperly preregistered, or where the preregistered analytical plan contradicts the report, should be considered as exploratory.
A norm must be used, but which norm is disputable
The usual norm of 1 – p > 1 – α is disputable and
subject to intense debate. P-values and statistical tests
have several interpretational pitfalls and fundamental
drawbacks (Greenland, 2017a; Greenland et al., 2016;
Wagenmakers, 2007). Besides, they are based on many
assumptions on the path from a substantive claim via
study design, the produced data and the model that
describes them. This relates to “Duhem’s problem”
(Ivanova, 2021; Mayo, 2018; Rakover, 2003), which
states that a hypothesis cannot be tested without making assumptions beyond the data. Such assumptions often refer to bias and remain intransparent. If true, they
would mean that issues like selection, measuring, noncompliance, and unconsidered shared causes between
factor and outcome (Maclure & Schneeweiss, 2001) do
not introduce any bias (in the Bayesian framework with
a probability of 100 percent, Greenland, 2005). We
propose that a well-chosen norm is effective in staking
out the boundary between the new and the established,
considering major sources of bias.
Evidential norms and Mayo’s theory of severe testing
We use Mayo’s (2018) much debated (Gelman et
al., 2019) philosophy of "severe testing" to discuss the
choice of a norm. For Mayo (2018) severity is the probability with which a given test with given data would have
found a hypothesis to be wrong if it was truly wrong. A
test might have yielded a positive result, but the test
might have been hardly capable of giving a negative
result if the claim was wrong. In short: “A test is severe when it is highly capable of demonstrating a claim
is false” (Lakens, 2019). Importantly, this concept is
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not bound to any specific statistical theory or school
(e.g. Frequentist vs. Bayesian), rather it is a conceptual
framework by which to judge the appropriateness of
whatever evidential norm. Grounded in Popper (1959),
Lakatos (1977) and others, a severe test is difficult to
pass and, in case of success, provides evidential support because it could have easily failed. With a nonsevere test, a hypothesis is not sufficiently probed, that
is, the test was not capable of finding the “flaws or discrepancies of a hypothesis” (Mayo, 2018). Severity calls
for study designs that produce data capable of separating the truth or falsity of a hypothesis from all alternative explanations and thus closely link a hypothesis
with the associated empirical observations used in testing it. Such awareness should recall the insight related
to Duhem’s problem that any single study is incapable of
ruling out all alternative assumptions (e.g. Greenland,
2005; Milde, 2019). It also links to the fundamental
question to what extent truth can be approached (e.g.
via “truthlikeness”, Cevolani & Festa, 2018; Niiniluoto,
2020).
Once a study has been designed and data have been
collected, a claim can only be statistically probed. Any
statistical method then is limited by the study’s ability
to produce a certain data result (e.g., a high average
error rate in a cognitive test) that exceeds an evidential
norm if the claim is indeed true (e.g. cognitive impairment is present), but would not be expected to do so
under alternative assumptions (e.g., lack of compliance
or misunderstanding the instructions). Likewise, Mayo’s
(2018) elaborations on calculating severity relies on this
and thus involves only probing against chance (random error), not bias (systematic error). This, however,
is the subject of a controversial discussion (Gelman et
al., 2019). Anyway, a general understanding of severity might encourage researchers to reflect on substantive reasons for a claim to be wrong rather than falling
prey to self-delusion and hiding behind statistical rituals
(Gigerenzer, 2018).
In regards to the replication debate, the severity
framework makes it transparent that QRPs like HARKing and p-hacking create the illusion of greater test
severity. Thus, a result is sold by hiddenly exceeding
the evidential norm. However, “preregistration makes
it possible to evaluate the severity of a test” (Lakens,
2019). The framework also sheds light on the limitations of replication. A study design and analytical
model might poorly map the phenomenon of interest
and barely probe why a hypothesis may be wrong, in
which case a wrong result could replicate (Devezer et
al., 2021; Mayo, 2018; Steiner et al., 2019). In addition, a finding may indeed replicate (e.g. in a very
large sample), but not translate into practical use like

an intervention (Yarkoni, 2020).
Bayesian severity
We propose that evidential norms should be reconsidered along severity considerations to set the right
boundaries beyond which exploration should take over.
This should involve the capacity of both a study design
and an analytical model to probe a substantive hypothesis against alternative non-causal explanations, especially bias. Whereas Mayo’s frequentist-oriented elaborations on calculating severity are not capable of incorporating assumptions beyond the data, elaboration on
Bayesian severity assessment opens the door for formalising this. Although controversial for epistemic reasons
(Gelman et al., 2019 and papers cited therein; Mayo,
2018), severity can be handled in the Bayesian framework through a new interpretation. Such “falsificationist Bayesianism” (Gelman et al., 2019; Gelman & Shalizi, 2013) makes “risky and specific predictions” that
could easily turn out to be wrong (van Dongen et al.,
2020). A prediction might be made, for example, on
the “posterior probability” for a claim to be true (given
a prior distribution for an effect and, as in frequentist
statistics, the data and the model that describes the
data). Then, the norm requires that this posterior probability must exceed 1 – α for a test to pass. However,
to achieve severity it has been argued that one needs
to consider how likely a claim was already before seeing the data (Mayo, 2018). This shifts the focus to the
increment in this probability through data observation
(Held et al., 2021; Wagenmakers et al., 2018). Whatever norm is chosen, it must be preregistered to counteract that its choice or how it was evaluated was affected by data inspection. The same is true for the prior
distribution since the posterior distribution may heavily
depend on it (Gelman et al., 2013).
Bayesian approaches open up the possibility of addressing two further issues. First, one may probe
against scepticism with a “sceptical prior”. This expresses the belief in values around 0 before seeing the
data (in terms of a normal distribution) and serves the
purpose of convincing a sceptic (Good, 1950, p. 80 ff.;
Held, 2020; Held et al., 2021). Second, Bayesian norms
could take advantage of the - in psychology little-known
- ability of Bayesian methods to probe causal hypotheses
against pure associations via a causal model with explicit
assumptions on bias. Bias may arise, for instance, from
misclassification, selection probabilities and effects of
a common cause on factor and outcome, and the absence of major biases is an assumption that seems to
hold only in very simple experiments (Greenland, 2005,
2009; Höfler et al., 2007; Lash et al., 2009). In Bayesian
models uncertainty about biases can itself be expressed,
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and this uncertainty carries over to more cautious conclusions about causal effects (Greenland, 2005). The
assumptions may also be varied so that the sensitivity of the result to these assumptions can be assessed.
This informs the readership of how probing against a
particular bias scenario versus alternative scenarios relates to meeting a norm (Lash et al., 2014; Smith et al.,
2021; VanderWeele Mathur, 2020). Although seldom
used, such Bayesian models make assumptions on bias
transparent. At least, they encourage reflection on such
mechanisms and generate awareness which of them require better understanding (e.g. measurement errors).
Because severity is a fairly new concept, there is
much room for the development of rigorous norms beyond frequentist statistical tests. First, the use of confidence intervals (or the Bayesian counterpart of "credibility intervals") facilitates identification of severe evidence that the same data may provide for either H1
or H0 (Mayo, 2018). Second, methodological progress
should lead to norms that are based on calculating
severity under more defendable assumptions, especially
on bias. Another way to account for bias is using different studies that probe differently against different
sources of bias through a range of studies. This embraces the methodical diversity that addresses the requirements of various causal quests in different domains
(Gigerenzer & Marewski, 2015; Greenland, 2017b). Although it is very difficult to integrate diverse and differently biased evidence (Greenland, 2017b), scientists
could find ways to approach multi-method norms that
advance science through multidimensional confirmation.
Single studies might nevertheless model unaddressed
sources of bias or, at least, be explicit in that they have
only been probed against certain bias and thus communicate a better understood piece of evidence.
At the cost of falling short of a norm, exploration
opens the door for novelty
The common epistemic price of doing exploration is
the possibility of falling short of adherence to a norm.
For example, the usual frequentist may be exceeded. P
may be smaller than the nominal α = .05, but through
exploration it was only compared with, say, α = .20.
This happens with intransparent HARKing if one explores several outcomes, selects a particular outcome
with p < .05 and presents only that outcome (Altman
et al., 2017). And, as mentioned, α may be exceeded
by p-hacking, since the multiple chances of passing a
norm through different analytical options are not taken
into account. Then, to meet the norm, new data are
required, the more data, the more exploration has been
used. The second aspect of this price is that the extent
of the exceedance quickly becomes incalculable when

multiple explorative steps are used. In case of an entire
lack of transparency, this may call for a new study that
meets the norm on its own. The effortful replication
initiatives take this stance (Schimmack, 2018).
We suggest that exploration should consider “turning all the knobs” (Hofstadter & Dennett, 1981) around
a given hypothesis or model, or when generating new
hypotheses or models. This enables the core benefit of
exploration: the potential of finding the new, wherever
it might be hidden, whatever it might look like. For
instance, an explorative quest might include the functional shapes of an effect, factor and outcome categorization and different effects in subpopulations. We propose that quests should be guided by the following key
ideas building on severity:
• The stronger and more specific a claim, the more
available it is to severe testing through confirmation (with new data). Thus, the greater is its
ability to advance science if it were true (Lakens,
2019).
• Claims should be searched for that are likely to
pass severe testing with new data.
Global versus local claims
Another idea to be elaborated in part II concerns the
distinction between global and local claims. As we shall
see, this distinction is important in planning and conducting explorations. It deserves to be mentioned here
already because it sheds further light on how HARKing
may practically violate the boundary between confirmation and exploration.
Assume that a set of k factors and a set of l outcomes
is explored with regard to factor-outcome associations.
Each possible association is analysed with a frequentist
level test. In this case, the probability that at least
one p-value is smaller than α is high for a large number of tests (k ∗ l). Then globally the existence of any (at
least one) such relation is tested with poor severity. This
would not adhere to the norm because multiple testing
would be ignored (Bender & Lange, 2001). The test
result for a particular factor-outcome association with
p < α, however, could have well been negative. Now
one may ask to much extent a local claim about the
existence of this association is supported. The answer
depends on whether the global context can be ignored
in substantive terms. The problem is that a claim may be
shifted from local to global in the course of data analysis
by overgeneralising a single factor and a single outcome
as if they would represent two latent variables with a
relation between them. This is another instance where
adherence to a norm is difficult to control without preregistration.
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Part II will discuss a couple of ambiguities, such as
whether to aim at global versus local assertions and how
to address them with background knowledge.
Transparent exploration serves confirmation and
scientific communication
With transparency, explorative research practices
are no longer questionable
If scientists become committed to conducting and
publishing transparent exploration, there will be less
pressure and incentive to blend exploration and confirmation. With transparency regarding exploratory
results, communication is no longer harmed by hidden information, and evidence is no longer overstated.
Transparency also provides the answer to the question
whether the double-use of data for confirmation and exploration is problematic. For example, one could misunderstand Wagenmakers and colleagues (2012) this way:
“The interpretation of common statistical tests in terms
of Type I and Type II error rates are valid only if the data
were used once and if the statistical test was not chosen
on the basis of suggestive patterns in the data”. Actually, while exploration must not affect what and how
to confirm (Barnes, 2008), it may well be used later to
modify a hypothesis through exploration (Devezer et al.,
2021). Double-use, when done in this temporal order,
is established practice in medical research. For instance,
the consort data from the UK Biobank (UK Biobank Limited, 2022) are made available for exploration by everyone after the confirmatory results have been published.
Remarkably, having a hypothesis versus not having one
appears to severely impair the ability to detect striking
data patterns (Yanai & Lercher, 2020), and it would be
interesting to assess whether teaching exploration could
reduce this effect.
We suspect that researchers fear their confirmation
trials failing (“All my work will be in vain if I do not
confirm my hypothesis!”) or, at least, that data are only
able to analyse what has been pre-specified. In the case
of non-confirmation of, say, an intervention effect, a researcher might proceed with common practices like subgroup analysis (“Is the intervention effective in females
and males, respectively?”). This is not problematic as
long as a then found data pattern does not lead to a
confirming assertion (“We confirmed that intervention
is effective in females”), but as a modified hypothesis, yet
to be confirmed or not with new data (”We propose the
modified hypothesis that the intervention is effective in
females.”).

Concatenated exploration
Science has been argued to be most productive if confirmation and exploration co-exist in a “good balance”,
back and forth from theories to derived claims, study
design and data (Bogen & Woodward, 1988; Box, 1980;
Scheel et al., 2021b). But intransparent HARKing and
p-hacking hinder researchers from recognizing the two
(Woo et al., 2017). If their difference becomes transparent, exploratively generated or modified hypotheses,
models and theories openly invite confirmatory studies.
With “concatenated exploration”, Stebbins (1992) denotes a cooperative strategy that pays off for all who
participate in a “longitudinal research process”. Such a
process may start with exploration (according to Popper, new scientific claims may start from anywhere;
Klayman Ha, 1987; Popper, 1959; in Lakatos’ conception of science new additions from exploration contribute to the further development of theory; Lakatos,
1977). Explorative results may give rise to a new claim,
a confirmation trial (with perhaps explorative refinement), subsequent studies with confirmation and extensions (maybe using different populations), further adjustment, confirmation and so on. For similar proposals,
see Behrens (1997), Nosek and colleagues (2018) and
Thompson and colleagues (2020). Such a chain process
may provide the impetus for the evolution of hypotheses
(e.g. excess screen time causes a heightened stress response in adolescents), the development of models (different causes of the stress response and how they interact together) or an entire theory (the evolution and
development of the stress response).
Stebbins (2001) describes a range of sociological examples, where such a chain of research has advanced
science including postpartum changes in women and
the development of women’s occupational aspirations
across the lifespan. In psychology, concatenated exploration appears to describe the idea behind the very common trial-and-error proceeding along the development
of interventions (e.g. the history of origins of dialectic
behavior therapy, Linehan Wilks, 2015). In addition,
an interplay between exploration and confirmation has
long been established practice in factor analysis, where
the construction of a scale is a chain of setting up a
model, testing it, modifying, again testing and so on
(Hurley et al., 1997).
Researchers who participate in such a chain of research are able to publish at least once and can expect to
be cited several times in the currently prevailing quantitative incentive system of publications and citations.
In qualitative terms this commitment to concatenated
exploration may be favoured in upcoming new criteria of sustainable scientific achievement (Pavlovskaia,
2014; Spangenberg, 2011). Additionally, given the iter-
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ative nature of a research chain scientists can hope for
more confirmed findings, cooperatively generated insights and the ability to look back on research of enduring validity later in life (McKiernan et al., 2016; Nosek
et al., 2012; Pavlovskaia, 2014). Yet such an outlook
on incentives for conducting science well beyond just
publishing a paper might help to counteract behaviour
geared towards short-term benefits.
Conclusion
Several researchers had already called for a major
up-valuing of exploration as a complement to confirmation (Gonzales / Cunningham, 2015; McIntosh, 2017;
Nosek et al., 2018; Scheel et al., 2021b). However,
without elaborations on the conceptions and methods,
good examples, teaching and implementation practices
in the publication system uncertainty may prevent researchers from abandoning the ritualised (Gigerenzer,
2018), almost obsessive, restriction to blended confirmatory research. Additional obstacles may hinder more
transparent exploration such as the social barriers that
have been described for open science and behavioral
change in general (Nosek & Bar-Anan, 2012; Zwaan et
al., 2018).
We believe that transparent exploration is fundamental to the advance of science. A starting point for transparent exploration is an understanding that, to date, the
blending of confirmation and exploration has been all
too common and that distinguishing these two concepts
is vital to the health of science. A sound norm is severe.
Adherence to and control over such a norm establish a
sharp boundary for the transition of a new assertion into
an established one. This promotes scientific communication by requiring that future research be only built on
sufficient evidence.
In the second part we shall outline how to plan and
conduct transparent exploration in practice, setting the
goals of “comprehensive exploration” and “efficient exploration” with some ideas on filtering and smoothing
data patterns to separate the signals from the noise. We
will discuss the roles of preregistration, open data and
open analysis. Part II will end with the key points of a
research agenda on how to explore in a specific domain
and a checklist with recommendations to stakeholders
who have the means to establish more transparent exploration in the publication system.
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